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ABSTRACT 

The research resulted in the creation of an object-oriented tool for CASE that 

includes detailed design information- The system will include three major fimctions: a 

Class Librarian for keeping tracking all classes available for reuse, a Class Browser for 

accessing and modifying the details (members and functions) of the classes, and a Graphic 

Design Tool for developing graphic diagram of an object model. The tool will support the 

notations and strategies of the Object-Modeling Technique (OMT) as presented by James 

Rumbaugh and co-workers. It will also fecilitate detailed system design which involves 

specification algorithms and concrete data structures for the software system. The classes 

created in the system will be used to produce STRIDES™ header file and template 

STRIDES™ source code. The design of the user interfece was a graphic and user-fiiendly 

atmosphere that enqjhasizes a >^^dows-oriented event-driven point-and-click fecility. 

The tool was inq)lemented in Microsoft^ Visual 0++^^ for user interfece and Microsoft 

Access for data management. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 What are CASE Tools ? 

In recent years, much attention has been given to tools and methodologies 

necessary for efficient and effective system development [1]. One of the most advanced 

developments has been the introduction of con^uter-aided software engineering (CASE) 

tools [2]. 

As software development becomes increasingly complex, a formal methodology 

can help to organize the process. This is accon:q)lished by applying a pre-defined 

methodology to the software development process [3]. Using survey listing in Appendk 

A, Urwiler et al. discovered that an environment that included the enforcement of the 

development methodology contributed to the noticed in^rovements in quality and 

productivity when using CASE [4]. The formal methodology includes many tasks 

involving system and software requirements analysis, design of data structures, program 

architecture and algorithmic procedures, coding, testing, and maintenance [3]. 

The capabilities of CASE products vary fi*om tools supporting a single phase 

method, to integrated CASE enviroimients supporting a life cycle methodology [5, 6]. 

There are many kinds of CASE tools; for example, liusiness system planning tools, 

project management tools, analysis and design tools and programming tools. Object-

Oriented programming tools are currently one of the most popular CASE tools. A typical 

object-oriented environment incorporates third-generation interfece features (mouse. 



windows, pull-down menus, context-sensitive operations) with specialized functions. 

These include functions which enable the software engineers to examine all classes or 

objects in a system to determine whether any of them can be reused in the applicatioiL 

There are also fecilities that enable the software engineers to have an overview of classes 

and their relationships in the system by means of editors or diagrams. 

The analysis and design tools enable a software engineer to create a model of the 

system to be buih [7]. The model includes a representation of data and control flow, data 

content (through a definition of a requirements dictionary), process representations, 

control specifications, and a variety of other modeling representations. Analysis and 

design tools not only help to create a system model but also assist in an evaluation of the 

model's quality. By performing consistency and validity examine of the model, the 

anafysis and design tools enable the software engineers to have some degree of insight into 

the analysis representation and help to eliminate errors before they propagate into the later 

software development life cycle. As the years pass, CASE becomes part of the febric of 

software engineering. Software engineers will rely on CASE tools for the analysis, design, 

and testing of conq)uter-based systems to improve their quality and productivity. 

1.2 Why use CASE tools? 

The overriding objective of CASE tool is to increase the effectiveness of the 

overall software developmental life cycle [4]. CASE technology brings an engineering 

discipline to system development, maintenance, and project management through the use 



of the automated tools. CASE is attractive since the automation effort helps to reduce the 

cost of software development and increase its quality and productivity [8]. 

Research indicates [2] that there exists direct analogy within the engineering 

disciplines. For exan^le, the productivity of design engineers is greatly impwyed by the 

use of computer-aided design systems. These tools help software engineers to draw, 

analyze, make documentation tasks, and check some aspects of the validity of a design. 

Akhough software product is abstract not concrete, software development is a 

manu&cturing process [9]. The software process model is influenced by the scope of 

CASE support and the degree of integration of the tools used. The automated process 

helps to modify the software process model and hence the life cycle fi-amework by 

eliminating or curtailing one or more of the software development phase. Some tools 

emphasize formal requirements specification that are machine processable. Such a 

strategy enables the software system to be developed in a serious of increments, where 

each is a functional imit of the software system [10]. 

1.3 Objective of this study 

In this study, an object-oriented CASE tool was developed. The tool supports 

I . - • ^ ' 

object-oriented analysis, object-oriented design, and object-oriented programmmg. 

Meanwhile the tool includes detailed design information which is missing in currently 

existing commercial CASE tools. It does so by using in conjunction with Software 

ThRough Iconic DESigns (STRIDES), a Microsoft ^^^dows-based iconic, syntax-



directed programming environment being developed at Texas Tech University. The tool is 

being developed under the working name *'CASHY." 

STRIDES allows the user to construct a detailed design for a program and 

inclement it using object-oriented method. It is designed to provide a fi-ont-end 

algorithmic representation of the problem without concerning the specific language being 

used. The tool also supports the notations and strategies of the Object-Modeling 

Technique (OMT) as presented by James Rumbaugh and co-workers [11]. In section 2.4, 

2.5 and 2.6 of this thesis, a detailed comparison between standard OMT CASE tools and 

CASHY is givea 



CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Object-Oriented Paradigm 

Many CASE tools use object-oriented paradigm for system development. One 

reason for this is software object abstractions easily map to the hardware and physical 

components of a system. Another reason of object-orientation is that it provides an 

effective way of dealing with complexity and the growing need for distributed processing. 

In object-oriented paradigm, all the modeling methods apply to the fimdamental element 

of the system ~ the object. An object encapsulates the real-world entities (objects) with 

both data members (attributes) and member fimctions (processing operations). Operations 

are part of the object and are initiated by passing the object messages. Accessing any part 

of an object's state (data attributes) is through its processing interfece, and such access is 

only possible if the object permits it. These concepts of data abstraction and information 

hiding lead to the weak coupling between different objects. Through the use of objects 

and message passing, object-oriented technology provides a more modular way of 

modeling problems. It translates into clearer analysis and design, and ultimately leads to 

clearer in:q)lementations which reduce the con^lexity of the resulting software system. 

The object-oriented technology also provides mechanisms to support inheritance, 

polymorphism and dynamic binding. An object is an instantiation of a class and the class 

forms the basis for reusability at the modeling, design, and in:q)lementation levels. This 



helps reduce development time and enables software engineers to develop more reliable 

and reusable system components. 

Pressman [3] has provided a detailed description of software engineering activities 

for the construction of an object-oriented system. These include object-oriented analysis 

(OOA), object-oriented design (OOD) and object-oriented inq)lementation (OOP). He 

indicates that the methodology consists of several important steps. First, it requires the 

designer to state the problem and define an informal solution. A concise and precise 

description of what the desired system will do is defined during the system analysis. The 

next step is to formalize the strategy by identifying objects, operations and specifying 

interfeces. The third is to provide implementation details for data abstraction and 

procedure. During this stage, how the system will exactly be made is specified. Finally, 

the object classes and their relationships developed during software analysis and design are 

in^lemented into a particular programming language and certain hardware platform. 

The role of OOD is to take the basic classes and objects defined as part of OOA 

and refine them with additional design detail Software design focuses on [7] identifying 

software con:q>onents, specifying their relationships, specifying data structure, maintaining 

design documents, and providing a blueprint for the in^lementation. Design consists of 

architectural design and detailed design. Architectural design is concerning the software 

components, decoupling and decon:qx)sing them into processing modules and conceptual 

data structures, and specifying the relationships among these conqx)nents. Detailed design 

involves the specification of algorithms that implement the function, concrete data 



structure that implement the data streams, the actuarial interconnections among fimctions, 

and data structures for the software system. 

2.2 Object-Modeling Technology 

In 1991, James Rumbaugh presented a methodology for object-oriented 

development and a graphic notation for representing object-oriented concepts [11]. This 

methodology is called Object-Modeling Technology (OMT). In the OMT methodology, 

it uses three kinds of models to describe a system: the object model representing the static, 

structural data aspects of a system, the dynamic model representing the tenqx)ral, 

behavior, control aspects of a system, and XhQ functional model representing the 

transformational, functional aspects of a system. 

An object model captures the static structure of a software system by showing the 

objects in the system, relations between the objects, and the attributes and operations that 

characterize each object. The object model is the most important of the three models. 

The reason that to build a system aroimd objects rather than functionality is that an object-

oriented model more closely represents the real world and is more resilient with respect to 

change. The model also provides a graphic notation, object diagram, for modeling 

objects, classes, and their relationships to one another. Object diagrams are useful both 

for abstract model and for designing actual programs. They are concise, easy to 

understand, and work well in practice. In the object diagram, classes are viewed as nodes 

while the relationships among these classes are showed as lines with symbols. Figure 2.1 

illustrates a simimary of the object model notations. 



An object class (abbreviation class) describes a group of objects with similar 

properties (data members, attributes), common behavior (member functions, operations), 

common relationship to other objects, and common semantics. An attibute is a data value 

held by the object in a class. It specifies the status of a certain object in the system. An 

operation is a fimction or transformation that may be applied to or by objects in a class. 

An operation may have a list of arguments. In the object diagram, a class is denoted by a 

rectangular box with three regions. The regions contain, fi-om top to button: class name, 

list of attributes, and list of operations. Each attribute name may be followed by 

operational detail such as data type and defeult value. Each operation name may be 

followed by operational details such as argument list and result type. 

Class Name 

Attribute 
Attribute: datatype 
Attribute: data_type = iiit_value 

operation 
q)erati<»i (arglist): retumtype 

Class 

Multiplicity of Associations: 

Exactly One Class 

C Class 

Superclass 

Z ^ 
Assembly Class 

^ 

Subclass Part Class 

Inheritance Aggregation 

A Class 

Optional (zero or one) l±. Class 

_L2^ Class 

Many (zero or more) 

One or more 

Numerically specified 

Order: 

4 Class 

Figure 2.1 Object Model Notation 
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Inheritance or generalization is the relationship between a class and one or more 

refined versions of it. The class being refined is called superclass and each refined version 

is called subclass. A subclass inherits the attributes and operations of its superclass and 

meanwhile it is modified to accommodate the special characteristics of its own. 

Inheritance is drawn as a line with a triangle pointing to the superclass of the relationship. 

Aggregation is the '*part - whole" or "a - part - o f relationship in which objects 

representing the components of something are associate with an object representing the 

entire assembly. Aggregation is draw like an inheritance, except a small diamond indicates 

the assembly end of the relationship. Object instances can be physically or conceptually 

linked (connected) with each other. Association describes a group of links with common 

structures. Muhiplicity specifies how many instances of one class may related to a single 

instance ofan associated class. It constrains the number of related objects. Figure 2.1 

illustrates a variety of notations for different multiplicity. There are one-to-one, many-to-

many, optional (zero or one), one-or-more, and nimierically specified multiplicity. Usually 

the objects on the *'many" side ofan association have no explicit order, and can be 

regarded as a set. Sometime, however, the objects are explicitly ordered. An ordered set 

of objects on the *'many" end ofan association is indicated by writing "{order}** next to 

the muhiplicity set for the role. This is a special kind of constraint. 



2.3 Software development stages suptx)rted by CASE tools 

CASE tools can support the technical tasks of each stage in the software 

development life cycle. These stages have been identified fi-om various observations [12, 

13] and are summarized as foUowing. 

The Strategy/ tactical stage involves an analysis of the system to determine its 

information requirement. The flow of strategic, tactical and operational information in the 

business areas of the organization is modeled, and the critical success fectors are 

established. 

The Requirements engineering stage concerns a particular system and involves 

requirements acquisition, specification and analysis. During this stage, the Requirements 

Specification Document is delivered. Requirements acquisition (RA) captures information 

fi-om the users to determine their needs. During RA the existing system is analyzed as well 

as the problems, constrains and requirements of the system. Requirements Specification 

(RS) expresses the user's statement of the requirements in a notation that assists the 

consideration of their inq^Ucations. RS will fecilitate detailed analysis of the requirements. 

Requirements Analysis (RA) examine the specifications for con^leteness, consistency and 

feasibility. 

The Design stage is composed of design specification, detailed design and design 

analysis. Design documents are developed during this stage. Design specification records 

design ahematives in a machine processable notatioiL It is intended to enhance 

communication between project participants. During the detailed design phase, a 

con^lete design is obtained which meets the functional, operational, and in^lementation 

10 



requirements of the system. A design analysis is conducted to validate the chosen design 

by verifying it against the requirements specification to make sure it meets thenL The 

process also contains examining the con:q)leteness and consistency by static analysis of the 

models, rules, structures and algorithms developed in the detailed desigiL Meanwhile, 

dynamic analysis of the behavior of the design is made by examining the control and data 

flows for possible error-prone situation. 

The Construction stage consists of programming coding and testing. The stage 

deliverables are the software system, the repository and the implementation document. 

Program coding involves the development of algorithms and acconq)anying data 

declarations in the programming language of choice. Testing is made in a number of 

steps. They include unit testing, module testing, subsystem testing, integration testing, 

and hardware/software integratiotL Debugging is a process of location errors in a 

program and correcting the code. 

The above stages are supported by a large number of tools with each tool having 

its own strength in support of different stages. Users are necessary to follow a well 

defined evaluation method when selecting a CASE tool [14,15]. 

2.4 Current existing object-oriented CASE tools 

Over the past three decades, various CASE tools have been devek)ped in support 

of the tasks of the software development. The following lists some of them. 

Object International of Austin, Texas, developed two tools that support the Goad 

and Yourdon notation, OOATool and OODTooL These tools are available for several 
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platform including MS-Wiudows, Unbc and Macintosh. Interactive Development 

Environments of San Francisco, CA supports the OOSD notation in their CASE tool The 

primary platform for the tool is Unbc with X-Windows. Rational of Santa Clara, CA, 

supports the Booch notation in their Rose CASE tools. The Rose system is X-Windows 

based and MS-Windows based. System Architect fi-om Popkin Software and Systems Inc. 

supports more than just OO techniques. It supports traditional structural diagram, data 

modeling, Booch diagram [14], Goad and Yourdon diagram [15,16], and OMT diagram 

[11]. The tools is available for MS-Windows and OS/2. Other commercial Object-

oriented CASE tools developed recently include MetaEdit created by MetaCase™ 

Consulting OY, ObjectMaker™ developed by Mark V systems, Ltd., and WITH 

CLASS™ invented by MicroGold Software Inc. They are all available on MS-Windows. 

The main purpose of these tools is to help con:q)anies automate their entire 

software development process, create reusable analysis and design con^nents, and 

eliminate error-prone discontinuities between the phases of software development when 

using object-oriented methodologies. The result is meant to reduce the developing time, 

increase the software quality, and achieve a more predictable software development 

process. 

As mentioned in the introduction, software development process includes several 

activities. Design sits at the technical kernel of the process in which system requirements 

are translated into a presentation of software. However, current existing OOA tools listed 

above do provide an automated path fi-om the abstract analysis model down to the 

software implementation, they lack the ability to generate detailed design informatioiL 

12 



Detailed design focuses on ad^ t̂ation of existing code, modification of standard 

algorithms, invention of new algorithms, and design of data presentations [7]. During 

detailed design, architectural representation is refined which leads to detailed data 

structure, program structure, procedure interfece, and algorithmic representation for 

software. A CASE tool (CASHY) that supports OOAD and detailed design information 

is developed in this research. The tool will be operated on MS-Windows. 

2.5 STRIDES environment 

CASHY will be used in conjunction with STRIDES to generate and enhance 

detailed design information for software development and management. Similar to 

BACCn-H-™ [17, 18], another Windows-based iconic, syntax-directed programming 

environment developed at Texas Tech University, STRIDES allows users to supply 

detailed design information for a program in an iconic enviroimient. Both of them will 

create parse tree internally, and represent the flow of the program in flowchart form as 

shown in the Figure 2.2. However, there are several differences between these two 

systems. BACCn-H- was developed for both structural modeling and object-oriented 

modeling of programs. It will generate synthetically correct source code in PASCAL, 

ADA, C or MODULA-2. STRIDES is in:q)lemented more specifically for object-oriented 

modeling, and at current stage it is language specific for C++ and ADA 95. Meanwhile, 

BACCn-H- is academic-oriented while STRIDES is commercial-oriented. 

In Figure 2.2, the program first asks the user to enter a value in feet. After the 

user type in a value, it converts the value measured as feet to a value measured as meters. 

13 



The fimction calls a subprocedure, convert(), to make the necessary conversion. From the 

sample, it can be seen that most basic operations are accon:q)lished using icons in both 

BACCn-H- and STRIDES. Classes and sub-routine declaration, data-member and 

member function declaration, parameter lists, variable declaration, record type creating, 

main programming statements are all created, selected and declared using icons. 

» SIRIDES 

Eb Mairi D — i fctm 1^ 
nnc 

#include <iostreanLh> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
void convert (float, float &); 
void main Q 
{ 
float feet; 
float meters; 
c o u t « "Enter a value in feet: " ; 
cin » feet; 
convert(feet,meters); 
cout«"There are " « meters«" meters in"« feet«" feet."; 

} 
void convert (float feet, float & meters) 
{ 
meters=feet*0.3048; 
} 

Figure 2.2 STRIDES code versus C++ code 
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Studies indicated [17,18] that this graphic method can better map into the intuitive mental 

processes for algorithmic development. It bridges the gap between high-level design 

model and reliable source code. It is reasonably to predict that the iconic languages like 

BAGCn++ or STRIDES, combined with an appropriate CASE tool, can become the most 

preferred method of performiog the detailed design phase of the software development life 

cycle. 

2.6 System Architect (SA) by Popkin Software and Systems 

Section 2.4 introduced several currently existing object-oriented CASE tool One 

of them is System Architect developed by Popkin Software and Systems. System 

Architect supports data modeling, object-oriented technology, and structured analysis and 

design. For object-oriented technology, the system provides fecilities for various models. 

These include object-modeling technology (OMT) by Rumbaugh, Booch's notation, 

notations developed by Shlaer/Mellor, CordAfourdon, and Jacobson USE CASE. At 

current stage, CASHY will support OMT object model which describes the structure of 

objects (class) in a system, their relationships to other objects (classes), and their 

properties including both attributes and operations. 

System Architect can generate various language codes fi-om a class-type diagram. 

These languages include C++ code, Smalltalk code, Java code, Java Script, HTLM code 

and code using script generator. CASHY will generate STRIDES code in support of 

detailed design information. Under the STRIDES enviroimient, users can supply detailed 

data structure, program structure, procedure interfece, and algorithmic representation for 
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the software. A C++ code or ADA 95 code in ASCII form can then be generated by the 

STRIDES systenL System Architect can also import C++ code. This fimction (import 

STRIDES code) will be included into CASHY after STRIDES is finished. 

Section 2.2 of this thesis provides a brief description of OMT technology. The 

following sections v̂ dll discuss how CASHY and System Architect support 

OMT/Rumbaugh development cycle. 

2.6.1 OMT/Rumbaugh development cycle 

The OMT/Rumbaugh development cycle consists of three major stages. During 

each of the three stages, OMT models evolve as following: 

1. During analysis, models of the application domain are constructed without 

regard how they will be eventually implemented. 

2. During design, solution-domain constructs are added to the models. 

3. During inq)lementation, both application-domain and solution-domain are 

coded. 

The analysis, design, and in:q)lementation stages are performed in a recursive and iterative 

feshion which are sometimes referred to as round-trip engineering. 

The initial iî )ut to the analysis stage is a problem statement. For System 

Architect, the problem statement is analyzed to develop the three OMT models. To 

perform analysis, design and in:q)lementation in System Architect, following steps will be 

taken: (1) Develop or obtain an initial description of the problem; (2) Use the problem 

description to develop a list of requirements for the system. Users can add requirements 
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to System Architect project encyclopedia; (3) Communicate with customers to establish 

^^^t the system will do. Obtain real-world background knowledge that will support 

system development. System Architect also supports Jacobson Use Case diagrams which 

provide an excellent addition to the OMT technique for analysis modeling while 

interacting with the customer; (4) Define the steps of every Use Case; (5) Create a child 

Ideal Object diagram for every Use Case diagram. Walk through the steps of each Use 

Case to determine what objects are necessary for the steps to transpire. Model the objects 

on the Ideal Object diagram; (6) Define the objects and declare the class that each object 

instantiate. For each class, add a class definition. The definition may include some of the 

attributes and methods that the class has. Class definition is added to the repository for 

future reuse; (7) Create an Event Trace diagram for every Ideal Object diagram; (8) Let 

System Architect automatically build an Event Flow diagram using information fi-om the 

Event Trace diagram in the system; (9) Use the Event Flow diagram as a ten:q)late to 

build the systems Object diagram, and determine what classes should be modeled with 

state diagrams; (10) Create a Child State diagram for every class with significant dynamic 

behavior; (11) Begin building an Object diagram for the system; (12) Perform system 

design and object desigiL During system design, divide the system into subsystems by 

using object model as a guide. Concurrent subsystems are organized by grouping objects 

into concurrent tasks. Decisions are made about inter-process commimication, data 

storage, and in:q)lementation of the dynamic model Priorities of design tradeoff are 

established. During object design the three analysis models are elaborated, refined, and 

optimized to produce a practical design; (13) Begin implementing by having System 
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Architect generating C++ header and skeleton files; and (14) Users who are modeling 

relational databases with object-oriented techniques can allow System Architect to create 

a logical or physical data model fi-om the object model. In System Architect, object 

diagrams are built using recursive techniques. User performs some analysis, adds system 

and object design, and inqilements the partial design by generating code. Changes can be 

made to the code and imported back into the object diagram System Architect can 

automatically change the diagram to reflect the code changes. Once the analysis diagram 

is updated to reflect changes made to the code, analysis and design continue in a round-

trip cycle. 

Several features of System Architect will be included in CASHY. After system 

requirements have been determined, the next in:q)ortant step in object-oriented analysis is 

to model the problem domain by representing classes, objects, attributes, and operations as 

the primary modeling components. The Librarian fecility in CASHY allow software 

analyst put classes or objects identified in this stage into a catalog. Meanwiiile, stand

alone functions can also be added into the catalog. Users can later search this catalog for 

possible reusable conqwnents. They can also modified certain class or delete one when 

they want. Certain types like struct or union can also be added into the catalog. 

Information of a class that can be put into the Librarian includes data members (attibutes) 

and member functions (operations). Each data member has access type (public, private or 

protected), data type (char, int, float, etc.), prefix (const, array), and a brief description of 

the purpose of the data member. Each member fimction contains access type (public, 

private or protected), return type (char, int, float, etc.), prefix (virttial etc.), a brief 
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description of the purpose of the data member, and a list of parameters. For every 

parameter of a member function, it consists of data type, prefix (const, array etc.), defauh 

value, and a brief description. Both data member and member fimction can be added, edit 

and delete when users desire. A stand-alone fimction includes retxim type, a brief 

description and a list of parameters. Each parameter has the same information as that of a 

member function. 

A class Browser is also included in CASHY. The Browser allow the user to view 

the parent, children, data member and member function for a selected class. Users can 

browse through a parent or child class quickly by selecting it in the browse window. They 

will also be able to edit or view the source code of selected member fimctions. The 

Browser will also allow the user to search for a class on criteria similar to the search 

criteria in the Librarian. The user should also be able to choose how the class member are 

to be viewed, based on certain criteria such as access type (public, private or protected), 

inherited member (whether the members fi-om its ancestors are to be viewed). The 

Librarian and Browser enable software developers move fi-eely between requirements 

analysis and initial system design. 

2.6.2 Detailed design information 

CASHY also supports detailed design information which is missing in System 

Architect. STRIDES leads users through the algorithmic design process using icons and 

provides intuitive guidance at each phase of algorithmic development. The graphic code 

methodology help users focus on algorithmic development rather than syntactic detail. 
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During detailed design in STRIDES environment, users can declare classes, data-

member and member function of a class, and user-define type (struct, imion, enumeriated 

type, record type). They can provide interfece for both member functions and stand-alone 

functions. STRIDES system also allows users to access the "body" part of these functions 

where data structure, procedure structure and algorithm are detailed. Most of the 

information v̂ill be accepted through dialog box. These dialog boxes display combinations 

of combo/list boxes, radio buttons, and edit boxes. Much of the input is via mouse 

selections of displayed items. Users can always type into edit boxes as in most text based 

programming. This action will bypass many of the automatic features of the system where 

users can select fi-om a list of options available in the procedure by mouse clicking. In 

addition, STRIDES coding is acconplished in flowchart form. It is a syntax-directed 

interfece which allows only the correct combinations of statement to be place into the 

flowchart. The system guides the detailed design in an iconic and straight forward 

feshion. 

2.6.3 OMT Object Model 

At current stage, CASHY supports the object model of OMT. The object model 

describes the structure of objects in a system: their identities, relationships to other 

objects, attributes, and operations. The object model is represented graphically by an 

object diagram. 

The object diagram is the main static analysis for the systenL It models the static 

behavior of classes in the system, showing aggregations, associations, orders, inheritance 
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relationships, and properties of classes themselves. Each class in the diagram represents a 

set of individual objects. Each class has data members (attributes) and member functions 

(operations), as well as other essential properties showing in the diagram. Each 

relationship mentioned above has specific symbol to represent it in order to establish 

relationship among the classes. The association line represents a set of links from the 

objects of one class to the objects of another class. Both CASHY and System Architect 

supports above concepts, and they use notations in Figure 2.1 to represent the diagram. 

In System Architect, users can also draw multiple instance diagrams for the 

systenL An instance diagram models individual objects and their links. The instance 

diagram is really another view ofan event trace diagram. In addition. System Architect 

has other commands available for the OMT object model They include: linking (a link 

attribute) to a ternary association; linking (a link attribute) to an association line; in^rt 

and export classes; rules checking. 

2.6.4 Summary 

Both CASHY and System Architect support several software engineering activities 

for the object-oriented methodology. During analysis, both systems have following 

fimtionalities; create new object diagram, define a class, define an attribute for the class, 

add other class to the diagram, add an association between classes, draw other association 

between aggregation, draw an association showing aggregation, and show inheritance 

using generalization structure. During design, users can add C++ properties to a class 

through a definition dialog box, qualify an association and specify a role using an 
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association dialog box. At implementation stage, both tools can generate C++ code based 

on the design information. In System Architect, users can also make changes to the code, 

import code to the diagram. 

Most of the behavior in System Architect is surrounding the three OMT models; 

object model, dynamic model and fimction model. Besides the graphic design tool which 

allows users to specify relationship among various classes and objects to reflect the 

software design model, CASHY contains librarian and class browser. The librarian acts 

like an automated catalog to keep track of both pre-defined and user-defined classes that 

are available for reuses. The class browser allows users to examine the details of the 

classes and functions and to link to the STRIDES system where users can supply detailed 

design informatioiL This behavior helps software designers to concrete data structure, 

program structure, procedure interfece, and algorithmic representation for the system of 

interest. 
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CHAPTER m 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

3.1 Overall Description 

The CASE tool (CASHY) being developed in this research supports software 

development activities, especially detailed design strategy, which is missing in currently 

existing object-oriented tools. In doing so, instead of generating C++ code as many 

existing object-oriented CASE tool did, the tool will generate "STRIDES code**. It means 

that information ii^ut into the CASE tool wiU be translated into STRIDES code (file) 

whenever user wants. The files can later be opened by the STRIDES system, where more 

detailed design information can be added in an iconic and flowchart environment. The 

software will be programmed in Microsoft Basic (or Microsoft Visual C++ 1.5) for user 

interfece and Microsoft Access for data management. 

CASHY will be operated within the bounds of the Windows environment using 

iconic grammars and representations and it must be easy to use. It will run in a ̂ \%idows 

3.1 or a Windows 9.5 environment. A user-fiiendly Graphical User Interfece (GUI) will be 

provided by the tool with the inclusion ofan on-line help fecility. The user-fiiendly 

Graphical User Interfece will permit the user to use a point-and-click method to approach 

various features in the tool It supports rapid responses for selecting class notations, 

relationship linkages, moving symbols, and positioning handles. 

The inputs to the conqwnent of the tool will include >^^dows-based messages 

resuhing from the following events: (1) mouse click on the node or toolbar bottom to 
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access a class or object; (2) mouse click on the connecting line or toolbar bottom to 

approach the coimection between classes and objects; (3) modifications to dialog box 

items for editing detail contents of class, object, and their relationship; and (4) selection of 

various pull-down menus or using of various keyboard shortcuts. The outputs from the 

con^nents of the tool will include: (1) dialog box for creating and modifying user-

defined classes and objects, and for specifying the relationship between classes and 

objects; (2) integrated text editor for detailing the attributes and methods of a class; (3) 

error and help messages; and (4) various Window-based messages. 

The tool will support the notations and strategies of the Object-Modeling 

Technique (OMT) as presented by James Rumbaugh and co-workers. The basic behavior 

of the system includes three major fimctions: (1) a Librarian \\4iich acts like an automated 

catalog to keep track of both pre-defined and user-defined classes that are available for 

reuses; (2) a Class Browser which allows users to examine the details of the classes and 

fimctions; and (3) a Graphic Design Tool which allows users to specify relationship among 

various classes and objects to reflect the software design model One of three models was 

included in the current system: the object model vi^ch. represents the static, structural 

data aspects of a system. 

3.2 Information Flow Representation 

The data flow and control flow information in the CASE tool system is provided in 

this sectioiL Meanwhile the information content representation will be described detailed 

later in the section. 
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3.2.1 Data Flow 

The following figure (Figure 3.1) gives a perspective view of the data flow within 

the system. The three major fimctions of the system are represented by the rectangles 

labeled as "Librarian", "Class Browser" and ̂ tiraphic Design Tools". Single headed 

arrows indicate one-way flow while double headed arrows implies two-way flow. 

Class Browser 

User Interfece 

Librarian Graphic Design 
Tools 

Figure 3.1 Data and control flow diagram 

The user inputs information through librarian, class editor and graphic design 

system. The data entry are then sent to Database >\̂ ere information are stored and 

managed. The Database in this project should be hidden from the user and also be a static 

structure. STRIDES codes can be generated in both Librarian and Class Browser. In 

addition, the fimctionality of STRIDES Generator is to link the Browser with STRIDES 

system so that users can access and modify class and fimction source code in the 

STRIDES programming environment. 
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3.2.2 Control flow 

The dotted line in the data flow diagram presented in Figure 3.1 also provides 

corresponding control flow information of the system. Users can approach Librarian and 

Graphic Design Tool through User iuterfece and access to STRIDES system via the Class 

Browser. Data information is stored and managed by the Database which is hidden from 

the user. 

3.2.3 Information Content Representation 

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the basic behaviors of the system include following six 

major different flows of data and functionality: User Interfece, Class Browser, Librarian, 

Graphic Design Tool, STRIDES Generator and Database. The general information 

contents of each of these data objects are defined below: 

The Librarian acts like an automated catalog to keep track of both pre-defined 

and user-defined classes that are available for reuses, as well as stand-alone fimctions. It 

will have standard add/change/delete capabilities for its entries. The User will be able to 

search the librarian by certain criteria such as name, entry type, and their combination. 

Information can be added into the catalog through dialog box. The Librarian will also 

provide documentation tenq)lates for specific classes, and en^ty function ten^lates for 

classes and fimction prototype (written into header files in STRIDES code for specific 

classes and fimctions). 

The Class Browser allows users to peruse the classes stored in the library catalog. 

While the Librarian will allow users to identify classes and fimctions that meet certain 
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criteria, the Browser will allow users to access the details of the classes and their 

relationship to one another. The Browser will coexist with the Librarian, and any classes 

searched by the librarian should be easily accessed by the Browser. The Browser will be 

linked to the STRIDES Generator so that users can access and modify class and function 

source code in the STRIDES™ programming environment. The classes and functions, 

thus, created in the CASE tool will be used to produce STRIDES code. 

The Graphic Design Tool supports object-oriented notation (Rumbaugh* s OMT 

notation [11]) and allows users to specify relationship among various classes and objects 

to reflect the software design models. The object model (object diagram) will be included 

in the current system. The tool can be used to explicitly specify and recognize classes and 

objects, and their connections through pre-defined symbols and the information in the 

library will be accessible to these symbols. 

Object-oriented technology evangelists increased productivity due to the 

exploitation of reliable off-the-shelf con:qx)nents that could be easily assembled into a 

conq)lete system. For this project, a user interface library and a database library are 

needed to acconq)lish the CASE tool This research used Microsoft Visual C++ version 

1.5 (Microsoft Visual Basic) to implement user interfece and Microsoft Access version 2.0 

to manage database. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW 

4.1 Requirements 

The foUowing section describes the design specification fi)r the three major 

feciliates in the syetem developed in this research. 

4.1.1 Librarian 

The librarian will act Kke an automated catalog which will keep track of all entries 

(possible classes and stand-alone fimctions) for reuse. It should be easy to use with an on

line help system. The librarian will also have standard add, delete, edit and find capacities 

for its entries. It should be searchable on any combination of information such as name 

and type. Output should be available to screen, print out or file. Information should be 

added to the tool by entering the data into a dialog box. The librarian should be able to 

provide following type of output: (1) Search results; (2) Documentation tenq)lates for 

specific classes and fimctions; and (3) STRIDES code written for specific classes or 

fimctions. 

4.1.2 Class Browser 

The Class Browser enables the user to explore the classes in the library at several 

levels of detail. These levels may include hierarchy exploration and source code 

examinatioa In the Class Browser, the user will be able to view parents, children, data 
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members, and member fimctions for any class in the database. The Browser will also 

allow the user to search for a class on criteria similar to the search criteria in the librarian. 

4.1.3 Graphic design tool 

The tool will support the object model proposed by Rumbaugh et al. The object 

diagram v.ill contain following notations: (1) Classes (Including data member and member 

fimctions); (2) Communication and Relationships between Classes; (3) Inheritance 

(Generalization); (4) Aggregation; (5) Association; and (6) Order. The Graphic Design 

Toll will also allow users to create a new diagram, open or delete an existing diagram. It 

allows users to edit, move or delete an existing notations. It also allows them to browse 

the catalog to determine which class will be added to the diagram. 

4.2 Candidate objects (classes) or tables 

The followiog figures (Figures 4.1 through 4.10) show the candidate objects in the 

CASE tool system [19]. Most of these objects are translated into relations (tables) w^en 

the system was finally in^lemented (see section 6.1). 

The two additional objects are MemberParameter and Userlnterfece. 

MemberParameter object stores information of parameter of a member fimctioiL It 

inherits all the attributes and operations of a FunctionParamerter. In addition, it has an 

extra attribute, ClassName, that specify which class the member function belongs to. 

According it will includes member functions, GetClassName and Set ClassName. For the 

Userlnterfece, there are totally seventeen frame windows in the system. These are 
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Data Attributes: 

EntryTbl - the ENTRY table 

ClassEntryTbl - the CLASSENTRY table 

FuncticnTbl - the FUNCTIONENTRY table 

FnctParaTbl - the FNCTPARA table 

BaseClassTbl - the BASECLASS table 

MemberListTbl - the MEMBERLIST table 

MemFnctPara - the MEMFNGTP ARA table 

NodeTbl - table contains the information about class notation in the object diagram 

LinkTbl - table contains the information about relationship linkage in the object 

diagram 

Member fimctions: 

Open - Open a database catalog 

Close - Cbse a database catalog 

AddTable - Create a new table in the catalog 

DeleteTable - Delete a table in the catalog 

Figure 4.1 Catalog - The whole database file 
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Data Attributes: 

TableName - Name of the table 

Member fimctions: 

EOF - Return True if current entry is the last one 

Find - Search the list for an entry met with certain criteria 

MovePrevious - Make the entry previous to this one current. If member is 

already at top, do nothing 

MoveNext - Make the entry next to this one current. If member is already 

at last, do nothing 

Movelndex - Move Index step and make that entry current 

Add - Add new entry into catalog 

Edit - Edit the current entry in the catalog 

Delete - Delete the current entry in the catalog 

MoveFirst - Make top entry current 

MoveLast - Make last entry current 

RecordCount - Return the position (count) of the current Entry in the catalog 

Open - Open a table 

Close - Close a table 

Figure 4.2 Recordset - Attributes and fimctions common to all table records 
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Data Attributes: 

EntryName - Name of the Entry 

EntryType - The type of the entry. 0 for class, 1 for stand-alone fimctions 

HeaderPath - Store the path for the generated STRIDES header file 

SourcePath - Store the path for the generated STRIDES source code file 

Member Functions: The Entry object will inherit all the fimctions of the recordset 

objects. In addition, it will includes standard operations such as following. 

GetEntryName, SetEntryName 

GetEntryType, SetEntryType 

GetHeaderPath, SetHearderPath 

GetSourcePath, SetSourcePath 

Figure 4.3 Entry - Store information common to all entry 

z 

Data Attributes: 

ClassName - Name of the ClassEntry 

ClassType - The type of the class entry. 0 for class, 1 for struct and 2 for union 

Description - Store the purpose of the class 

Member Functions: 

GetClassName, SetClassName 

GetClassType, SetClassType 

GetDescription, SetDescription 

Figure 4.4 ClassEntry - Store information common to all class 
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Data Attributes: 

FunctionName - Name of the FunctionEntry 

RetumType - The return type of the function 

RetumValue - Possible return value of the fimction 

Description - Store the purpose of the class 

Member Functions: The FunctionEntry object will inherit all the fimctions of the 

recordset object. In addition, it will includes standard operations as below. 

GetFimctionName, SetFunctionName 

GetRetumType, SetRetumType 

GetRetumValue, SetRetumValue 

GetDescription, SetDescription 

Figure 4.5 FimctionEntry - Store information common to all stand-alone fimctions 

Data Attributes: 

ClassName - Name of the ClassEntry 

BaseCName - Name of the base class 

Member Functions: The BaseClass object will inherit all the fimctions of the 

recordset object. In addition, it will includes standard operations as below. 

GetClassName, SetClassName 

GetBaseCName, SetBaseClassName 

Figure 4.6 BaseClass - Store information about the base class of a certain class 
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Data Attributes: 

ClassName - Name of the ClassEntry 

Meml)erName - Name of the data member or member fimctions 

DataMember - True if it is a data member. False if it is a member fimction 

Type - Data type of a data member or return type of a member ftmction 

Value - Defeult value of a data member or return value of a member fimction 

AccessType - Specify the access type of a member, public, protected or private 

Suffix - Possible suffix such as const, array 

Description - Store the purpose of the class 

Member Fimctions: The MemberList object will inherit all the fimctions of 

the recordset object. In addition, it will includes following standard operations. 

GetClassName, SetClassName 

GetMemberName, SetMemberName 

GetDataMember, SetDataMember 

GetType, SetType 

GetValue, SetValue 

GetAccessType, SetAccessType 

GetSuffix, SetSuffix 

GetDescription, SetDescription 

Figure 4.7 MemberList - Store information common to all members of a class 
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Data Attributes: 

FnctName - Name of the function 

ParaName - Name of the parameter 

ParaType - Data type of a patameter 

ParaVahie - Defeuh value of a function parameter 

Suffix - Possible suffix for a parameter such as const, array 

Description - Store the purpose of the class 

Member Functions: The FnctionParameter object will inherit all the fimctions of the 

recordset object. In addition, it will includes standard operations as below. 

GetFnctName, SetFnctName 

GetParaName, SetParaName 

GetParaType, SetParaType 

GetParaVahie, SetParaVahie 

GetSuffix, SetSuffix 

GetDescription, SetDescription 

Figure 4.8 FunctionParameter - Store information of parameter of a stand alone function 
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Data Attributes: 

mNodeld - The identification number of a class notaion 

mNode_Left - Upper left X-coordinate of a class notation 

mNode_Top - Upper left Y-coordinate of a class notation 

mNotationName - Name of the Class the notation stands for 

Member Functions: 

GetNodeld, SetNodeld 

GetNodeLeft, SetNodeLeft 

GetNodeTop, SetNodeTop 

GetClassName, SetClassName 

Figure 4.9 CNode - Class for class notation in the object diagram 

fimAddClass (Dialog box for adding class notations), fimAssocType (Dialog box for 

providing different association type), fimBrowser (Dialog box of the Class Browser), 

fimClassDefii (Dialog box for adding information of a class definition), fimDataMember 

(Dialog box for adding information of a data member of a class), fimEditLink (Dialog box 

for change one relationship to another in the object diagram), fimFind (Dialog box for 

users to setup the criteria of a class or stand-alone functions), fimFindRlt (Dialog 

showing the finding result base on the criteria), fimFnctDefii (Dialog box for adding 

information of a function definition), fimFnctPara (Dialog box for adding information of 

parameters of a function), fimGr^h (Dialog box of the Gr^hic Design Tool), fimLibrary 

(Dialog box of the Class Librarian), fimMain (Main windows of the system), 

fimMemFnct (Dialog box for adding information of a member function of a class), 
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Data Attribute: 

mLink_Id - A unique link identification number to separate one link from another 

mSource - Source node_id of a link 

mTarget - Target node_id of a link 

mLink As Line - Line presentation of the link 

mLinkType - Specify the type of the link 

mContent - Possible descriptive contents of a link 

Member Function: 

GetLinkId, SetLinkId 

GetSource, SetSource 

GetTarget, SetTarget 

GetLink, Set link 

GetLinkType, SetLinkType 

GetContent, SetContent 

Figure 4.10 Clink - Class for relationship in the object diagram 

fimMemPara (Dialog box for adding information of parameters of a member function), 

fimModelName (Dialog box for users to select a object diagram in the catalog). 
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CHAPTER V 

MAIN SCREEN DISPLAYS 

5.1 Main\\%idow 

When the user first activates the CASHY, he/she will be presented with a standard 

main window layout (Figure 5.1). In addition to HELP menu which provides the user 

with text-sensitive help, the system is adapted to clearly indicate vfbat options are available 

at certain point of time. Whenever a button/menu is disabled, it will be "grayed out, *' 

clearly indicating it's not available at this moment. 

The use of the grayed menus enforces users to Create/Open a new project catalog 

after they first activate the system. The selection of these options presents a standard file 

dialog box where users can freely select drivers, file directories and file names to be 

created or opened. After selection is made, users is shown more available menus. 

CASE Tool ei[=iE3 
Fi© "G^ie Haip 

Figure 5.1 Main ̂ ^%dows 

The users now have three choices to select under the tool menu. They can select 

one of the three basic tools in the system, the Librarian, the Class Browser, and the 

Graphic Design Tool. Each of them is discussed in the following sections. The menus 

under the main window includes following: 
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File: 1. New catalog - Close current database, create an empty database. 

2. Open Catalog - Open a database file containing the catalog. 

3. Close Catalog - Close a database file so that the user can open a new one. 

4. Exit - Exit the CASE tool system. 

Tool: 1. Librarian - Activate the librarian tool 

2. Browser - Activate the class browser tool 

3. Graphic Model - Activate the graphic design model. 

Help : Inchide some standard help fecilities. 

5.2 Librarian 

In librarian, users can select >\^ch entry type they want to work with, class or 

stand - alone functions (Figure 5.2). The drop down combo box fecilates users to choose 

one of the existing entries in the catalog. From Figure 5.2, it can be seen that there are 

several other functions in the librarian tool and the following lists some of the major ones. 
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File_Generate allows users to generate the STRIDES code for a selected class or 

functions. File_Document allows users to generate a text file for a selected class or 

functions. The file can be later opened by an Microsoft Words or Microsoft Notepad 

which obviously fecilitates documentation in the software development process. In 

librarian user can also search for the catalog and find some class or stand-alone flmction(s) 

met with certain criteria. Figure 5.3 shows us the search dialog box where users can put 

the criteria they desire. The search resuh will be available after users press OK button. A 

message box will be shown if there is no match found, otherwise, users will be presented 

with a list of matched entry. They can choose one of them for further editing. 

^ • ^ > 

Search for Catalog Entry 

EnbyType — - -

^ fOawj r*.. Function 

-iaixi 
j ^ 

r - j - f 

OK 
Add/Of ;: 
<? AND r OR 

t.«r^ _ 1 jL__.. 

K" Name Corilain: ^ 

Cancel 

JS*- * ^ ^ 

4 

»_ ^ 

^m. 

Figure 5.3 The search dialog box. 

Users can also add a new entry (class or function) into the catalog. They can also 

edit or delete an existing entry in the catalog. Whenever they want to delete an entry, they 

will be presented with warning before they finally decide do so. Otherwise, they can also 

cancel the delete option. During users add or edit an entry, proper dialog boxes or 

messages will guide them through the process. Figure 5.4 shows one of these dialog 

boxes where users input the class definition information. 
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Figure 5.4 Class Definition 

5.3 Class Browser 

Class Browse allows users to examine the details of the classes (Figure 5.5). In 

Class Browser, users can view the parent and children of a selected class as well as its data 

members and member functions. Users can select a class fi-om the combo box or use the 

Find button/menu which uses the same criteria as in the Librarian. As in librarian, users 

can also generate STRIDES code or document file for a selected class. 

The Detail fimction was designed to link to the STRIDES generator so that users 

can put detailed design information for a member fimction by directly launchiog the 

STRIDES environment. 
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Figure 5.5 Class Browser 

5.4 Graphic Model 

The graphic design tool allows users to create a new object diagram for a project. 

Users can also delete an existing diagram or open an existing diagram for edit. 

4k G r a p h i c D e s i s n - O l d 

Fie Edft VwM Model Help 
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Figure 5.6 Grq)hic Design tool 

During design users can add/edit class notations or relationsh^ linkages. The can 

also move a class notation to anywhere they want. When a class notation is moved, all 

linkages incident on it will move accordingly. Users can also delete any class notation or 
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relationshq) linkage in the object diagram. A list of options under the View menu lets 

users increase or decrease the drawing space horizontally or vertically. Figure 5.6 

provides the interfece of the graphic design tool The tool bar includes button for adding 

class notation, inheritance, aggregation, association and order, respectively. A sin:q)le 

graphic model which indicates that class CDepedent is part of class CEmployee was also 

shown in the figure. 
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CHAPTER VI 

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

6.1 Work Plan 

Figure 6.1 shows us an overall work plan for this project. It kind of looks like a 

cross between the waterfeU model and the iterative prototype model. The only diflference 

is the size and scope of each iteration. Each tool will have its own analysis, design and 

coding activity, and Chapter IV, V are the resuft of the activity associating with each tool 

The tool itself is based on object-oriented methods. It can be seen that although each 

activity is distinct fi-om each other, it interacts with the others' more fluidity than with 

traditional methods. 

Initial 
Requirements 

^ ^ ^ j 

Librarian 
Analysis 

Browser 
Analysis 

Graphic Tool 
A _ 1 • 

Anal lysis 

Librarian 
Design 

Browser 
Design 

Graphic Tool 
Design 

Librarian 
Coding 

Browser 
Coding 

Graphic Tool 
Coding 

Figure 6.1 Work plan of the project 
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6.2 Data Management 

Two more things are needed to implement the system, a user interfece library and a 

database library. As mentioned before, Microsoft Visual Basic (or C++) was used for user 

mterfece and Microsoft Access was used for data management. Visual Basic provide data 

access capability based on the Microsoft Jet database, the same database engine that 

powers Microsoft Access. A Visual Basic (C++) database application contains three 

major parts, as shown in Figure 6.2. The engine lies between the user interfece and the 

physical database file. This gives programmers independence fi-om the particular database 

they are accessing. 

User interfece 
i i 

Database Engine 

: 

i 

Data Store 

Figure 6.2 Conq)onents of a Visual Basic database application 

Chapter V described the major of user interfeces in this CASE tool These forms 

not only display the data to the users but also enable them to view and update it. 

Manipulating these forms is the Visual Basic code, including data access objects and 

methods to request database services like adding or modifying records. These requests for 

services are not performed on the physical database directly. Instead they are directed to 

the Jet Datbase engine, which performs the requested operation on the data store and 

returns the desired results to the application. 
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The Jet Database engine is included in a set of dynamic link library (DLL) files that 

link to the user interfece Ubrary at the run time. The engine translates the application's 

requests into physical operations on the database file. It is what actually reads, write and 

modifies the database. It also contains a query processor that accepts Structural Query 

Language (SQL) queries and acts on them to perform the desired database operation, and 

a result processor to manage the results returned by the queries. The data store is the file 

or files containing the database tables themselves. The following section discusses 

mapping classes identified in chapter IV to the DBMS. 

6.3 Entity Relationship (ER) Diagram 

At this point, Microsoft Jet Engine fecility is used to access the catalog stored in 

the database file without worrying about database specific issues. The Recordset class 

listed in Chapter FV is part of the Jet Engine. Along with other data access object 

provided by the engine, it give us a con:q)lete and consistent access to the database file. 

Figure 6.3 shows a detailed specification of communication to and fi-om the Catalog. The 

Recordset can be convert to and fi-om the ClassEntry or FunctionEntry. Member 

functions such as, GetEntry and SetEntry, were used to load the data in the class to and 

fi-om a record. 

Since the relational Microsoft Access DBMS is used, it was decided that an ER 

Diagram (Figure 6.4) be used to describe the tables and their relationships in the CASE 

tool. Most of the entities have their corresponding classes as listed in Chapter IV. 
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Accordingly, the tables derived fi-om these entities will have the same attributes (fields vs. 

data members) as the corresponding classes. An Entry entity is the record in the database 

that owns most of the other records. Any data common to all entries is found in the Entry 

record. The ClassEntry and FunctionEntry entities will each have data in an Entry record 

that link them together (Foreign Key). There will be one and only one Entry record for 

each ClassEntry or FunctionEntry. In contrast to a universal table, relational rules dictate 

that the BaseClass, MemberList and Parameters be in their own tables. Such design 

avoids redundant information in rows of the tables and eliminates update anomalies. Since 

there are two types of class member, it was originally thought that there would be two 

tables, one for data members and one for member functions. There were a few more fields 

in the function record, the two records were kept together as MemberList. This keeps the 

programming overhead down because one table will translate into one internal list. 

Information about the object diagram will store in two other relations which correspond to 

CNode and CLink of Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER v n 

STRIDES CODE AND DOCUMENTATION GENERATION 

7.1 STRIDES code 

To support detailed design information, instead of generating C++ code as many 

existing object-oriented CASE tool did, CASHY will generate '̂ STRIDES code." The 

major function of the tool is to help software engineers to identify candidate classed, 

stand-alone functions, and the relationship among them in a project. Users can supply 

impoTtant declarative information for all the classes and fimctions in the project. When 

users decide to supply more detailed information for a certain class or function, they can 

choose a specific one of them and generate STRIDES code. The file can then be opened 

by the STRIDES system, and all the information included in the file will be automatically 

stored into the STRIDES systenL Users can later give detailed design information for this 

class or function under the STRIDES system. 

Since both CASE tool and STRIDES systems use Microsoft Access DBMS for 

data management, it is also possible to communicate these two systems by using the same 

database file. Properly inq l̂emented, this approach will support round-trip engineering 

vdiich enable software developers to move fi-eely between analysis, initial design, detailed 

design and code generatioa However, there are several disadvantages for both methods 

described above. First, using the same database file in both systems will tightly couple 

thenL In other words, if a change needs to be made for the database in either system, the 

other one must make an exactly change accordingly. Secondly, there are some tables 
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required in the CASE tool but not STRIDES system, and vise versa. Using the same 

database definition will waste many storage spaces. Meanwhile, CASE tool is meant to 

identify all classes and stand-alone function in a project. Usually, a database file contains 

more than one classes or fimctions. However, a database file of STRIDES contains 

information about one class or function. This will also resuh in the wastmg of the storage 

spaces. Last, a database file is much more expensive than a text file. An en^ty CASE 

tool database file needs more than 192 Kbytes. On the contrary, the STRIDES code of a 

class generated by the tool usually only needs 1 to 3 Kbytes. However, there is 

disadvantage of the approach used in this research too. Two functions (Generate File and 

Inqwrt File) should be added into both systems. It is possible to hide wapori file fi-om the 

user. Files of STRIDES code will have different extension name fi-om that of the database 

file. When STRIDES system open a file, it can first check the file extensioa If it is a 

database file, the system just open the file as usual. If it is a STRIDES code file, the 

system first create a new database file and store the information of STRIDES code into 

the new empty tables. Still, changes made in the STRIDES can not be reflected into the 

CASE tool system directly in this approach. To overcome this, STRIDES should also be 

able to generate file m text form which can then be inqwrted into the CASE tool 

Appendices B.l and B.3 show us a sample STRIDES code for a class ~ 

CDependent and a stand-alone fimction - WorkOn. For comparison, the C++ file 

generated by standard CASE tool is shown in Appendices B.2 and B.4, respectively. 

Both generated files, STRIDES code and C++ code, can be opened by most word 

processors like Notepad or Microsoft Word. In addition, STRIDES code is able to be 
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maported into the STRIDES system where users can supply more detailed design 

information and later generate C++ code by the STRIDES system. The C++ code 

generated by commercial CASE tool and STRIDES system can be imported into several 

C++ con:̂ )ilers such as Borland C++ or Turbo C++. If no error in the C++ code, it should 

be executable after compilation. 

It would be best if there is a fimction in the CASE tool that can be used to directly 

link to the STRIDES system. There is a fimction "Detail" in the user interfece of Class 

Browser as shown in Chapter V. This button is meant for this purpose. Since STRIDES 

is still in its prototyping stage, two systems have not been linked together directly in 

current stage. From the sample, it can be seen that the information which users can supply 

for a class or function in CASHY are mostly declarative informatioa These include the 

name and purpose of a class or function. For a fimction, it will further contain the return 

type of the function as well a list of parameter for it. For every parameter, users can also 

specify its data type, defeult value, sufiHx like const or array, and a brief description for the 

parameter. When users create a class, it can be a structure, a union or a class. Users can 

suppfy data member for it and every data member includes information about its access 

type like private, protected or public, data type, sufBx and a brief descriptioiL For a class, 

user can further supply member functions for it. They can also describe the interfece 

information for the member function which includes access type, return type and a list of 

parameter. The information for a parameter will be the same as a parameter for a stand

alone fimction as discussed above. 
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7.2 Documentation 

Compute software consists of source code for a system as well as all the 

supporting documents generated during the software development including analysis, 

design, in[̂ )lementation, testing, and maintenance of the system [7]. As computer software 

becomes more and more conq)lex, a software system usually involves a group of persons. 

These include principal architect, project administrator, configuration manager, quality 

assurance manager, design group, inqslementation group, documentation specialist, test 

and evaluation engineering group, and verification and validation engineering group. 

When such a diversity of people involves in a project, it is becoming increasingly 

important to keep well documentation for every event taking place in each group. 

CASHY will support documentation, especially internal documentation. The 

internal documentation contains self-documenting aspects of the iiiq)lementation language, 

a standard prologue for each subprogram and compile unit, and the internal comments 

embedded in the executable portions of the source code. After choosing a class or stand

alone function, users can create a internal documentation for it by singly clicking the 

command under the Librarian or Class Browser menu. The document thus created can 

then be open by any word processing programs including Notepad and Microsoft Word. 

This will reduce the notation and documentation burdens for the software engineers. 

Appendices C.l and C.2 of this thesis give sample documentation for a class -

CDependent and a stand alone function - WorkOa 

The layout for documentation in this research is preliminary, and it might be 

unproved after more consideration. Recent commercial CASE tools have shown 
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improvements in documentation features. The hypertext techniques allow icon access of 

text directly fi-om screen-displayed objects [6]. These in^rovements have attracted some 

of the new CASE vendors. Some systems even include arbitrary number of associated 

files on any give displayed diagram For one displayed diagram block, for exan^le, there 

might be an associated hypertext file, a text file (with maximum and minimum value, and 

conditions to test), and engineering notes with changes and notes. In addition, in some 

new developed CASE tools, they include a single command. This command can generate 

a document that put together all the requirement notes for all blocks in the system. These 

features have not included in the CASE tool in this research yet. Much work needs to be 

done to in:q)rove it. The ultimate goal is to make documentation an easy and nature part 

of the system design process, rather than a boring chore that occurs outside the design 

process. When users make changes to the design graphics, these changes will be 

immediately available in the hypertext documentation on the screeiL At any given time, 

users can see the detailed diagram, documentation, test information or engineering notes 

for a certain block by mouse clicking. More inqwrtantly, the format of documentation can 

be made standard. 
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CHAPTER Vni 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.1 Conclusions 

The goal of this proposal is to develop an Object-Oriented CASE Tool with 

detailed design information. With the tool, software engineers can obtain conqjrehensive 

support for object-oriented analysis, object-oriented design and object-oriented 

programming. Since the CASE tool developed by this proposal seamlessly integrates 

OOA, OOD and OOP, it is an excellent means to help software development leaders and 

managers get better understanding of object-oriented methodology. They can easily 

obtain a solid basic education, and sound knowledge of the entire notations and strategies 

of this methodology by femiliarizing this CASE tool. 

Properly using the CASE tool can also dramatically reduce the time and effort that 

software engineers spend in analyzing system requirements. Since the tool can 

automatically generate documentation wtach can be printed on most standard printers, 

there will be less notation and documentation burdens for the engineers. Current existing 

OOA tools lack the ability to incorporate detailed design, a very in:qx)rtant process in 

software development. By generating STRIDES code and using CASE tool in conjuction 

with the STRIDES system, users can now supply detailed information in an iconic and 

flowchart like enviroimient. 

The tool is fest to learn and easy to use. The analysis and design of the CASE tool 

itself is based on an object-oriented methodology. The design of the user interfece is a 
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graphic and user-fiiendly atmosphere that emphasizes a Windows-oriented event-driven 

point-and-click fecility. The tool is in^lemented in Microsoft^ Visual Basic (and C++™) 

and Microsoft Access. 

The system includes three major functions: a Librarian for keeping tracking all 

classes and stand-alone fimctions available for reuse, a Class Browser for accessing and 

modifying the details (data members and member fimctions) of the classes, and a Graphic 

Design Tool for designing system object model which reflects the relationship among 

various classes and objects. 

8.2 A Comparison 

A descriptive comparison between CASHY and System Architect was given in 

section 2.6. In this section, a san:q)le will be given to con^are how to make object model 

when using System Architect and CASHY. The requirement of the san^le is to create an 

object model for a library system. The library system contains items like books and 

newspapers. The system will also keep check information of borrowers, library branches, 

and check out clerks. 

To create a new object diagram for this library system, users must first identify 

classes (objects) in the system In System Architect, users first place a class symbol on the 

diagram, name the class symbol, and then open the definition dialog box of the class to 

add/modify the attributes and methods of the class. Each class includes information such 

as if the class is abstract, derived or persistent, and a brief description of the class. Every 

attribute of a class has a name, data type, access type (public, private, protected), and a 
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brief description. Each method of a class has name, a parameter, access type, and a brief 

descriptioiL After users drop the classes on the diagram and name it, they can then add 

relationships between two classes. These relationships include adding association between 

classes, specifying muhiplicity of the association, drawing an association showing 

aggregation, and showing inheritance by using a generalization structure. In this particular 

sample, nine classes have been identified. They are Librarian, Library Branch, Return 

Cart, Borrower, Check-Out-Clerk, Borrower Record, Library Item, Book, and 

Newspaper. Figure 8.1 shows an object diagram of this library system created by System 

Architect. 

To create object diagram in CASHY, users can add a class in both Librarian tool 

and Graphic Design Tool From section 2.6, it can be seen that CASHY dose not specify 

if a class is abstract, derived or persistent. However, it allows user to specify a base class 

for a class. Meanwhile, CASHY provides more information for the attributes and 

methods of a class than System Architect doses. Users can supply a list of parameters for 

a method instead of one in SA. They can also provide information for each of the 

parameter, \s^ch is lacked in SA. Moreover, in STRIDES system, users are able to give 

detailed algorithmic flowchart for a certain method. Classes can be modified or deleted in 

both Librarian tool and Graphic Design Tool Deleting a class in Librarian, will eliminate 

the existing of this class in the catalog. Deleting a class in Graphic Design Tool, however, 

will sin:q)ly eliminate the class on the diagram Users can later redraw the class on the 

diagram if they want. Figure 8.2 shows an object diagram of this library system created by 

CASHY. 
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Figure 8.1 OMT object diagram of a library system using SA 

From section 2.6 and above discussion, it can be seen that System Architect has 

^re&nctionafitiesthanCASHY. Ho^vever, it provides less detailed information for a 

CU.S. Mean,vhile,inSy^emArchitect.userscan«>tspecifystruct,unionandstand-alone 

functions. Both SA and CASHY have fecility to search for a class for possible reuse. 

More fonctionalities will be inctaded in CASHY, and section 8.3 descnT^s several 

in^rovements that can be made to CASHY. 
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Figure 8.2 OMT object diagram of a library system using CASHY 

8.3 Future Research 

A number of works can be done to improve this prototype CASE tool It is 

possible to include features that help people deal with con[q)lex problems. Zooming in or 

zooming out a layer, for exan^le, so that user can achieve total control over which layer 

in which the user want to work, and allowing the user to switch between different levels of 

abstraction when analyzing the system Currently, the tool supports the object model 

(Object diagram) of OMT. Using the same in^lementation methods, it will not be difficult 
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to include the dynamic and functional model into the CASE tool as well. It is also 

possible to provide user-definable project templates which will help users to develop a 

uniform style documentation for system requirement, specification, and design strategies. 

This will in turn makes the model more understandable and more reusable. The ultimate 

goal is to in^rove the software productivity, reliability, and quality by properly using the 

CASE tool. 

The *'waterM" model of software development dictates that the requirement be 

totally understood before the process goes to the next stage of design. The design also 

had to be coiiq)lete and correct before the system is implemented or coded. However, 

when people try to solve a problem, they do not obtain the right and the best answer at the 

first time. It is possible that in the early stage of software development life cycle, 

incomplete and inconsistent requirements might be obtained. It is nice to develop a system 

that supports an iterative software development process (round-trip engineering as 

mentioned in System Architect) in which users can move fi-eely between requirements 

analysis, architectural design, detailed design and coding [20]. 

In this research, there is a transformation mechanism to generate an initial analysis 

and design structure that can be later modified and enhanced by more detailed design 

information in STRIDES system. There will also be automatic executable code generation 

fi-om the design in STRIDES system. However, as discussed in section 7.1 of this thesis, 

at current stage CASHY does not directly support an iterative design process. The 

Rational Rose tool fi-om Rational (Santa Clara, CA) uses this approach, and Figure 8.3 

describes the iterative system by Rational Rose. 
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Another in^ressive fimction in Rational Rose which is not included in this research 

is the reverse-engineering tool. The code generated at the design stage can be reversed-

engineered and feed back into the design. Meanwhile, the design can, in turn, be used to 

feed changes back to the requirement analysis. The code section in Figure 8.1 supports 

the edit, con^ile and debug process by which users con:q)lete and debug code. Since the 

model is linked tightly to the code, verification takes place by exercising the actual 

compiled code. 

A systematic survey then needs to be conducted to study the relationship between 

the level of quality and productivity in:q)royement as a result of using CASHY in 

conjuction with STRIDES. It is more desirable to compare CASE tool developed in this 

study with other commercial CASE tool. Poosibly using questions formulated for CASE 

tool evaluation by Urwiler et al. [4] (see Appendk A). 
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY 

Section 1 - Demographic information 

Gl - The number of employees in my entire organization 
(a) less than 500 
(b) 500 - 999 
(c) 1,000 - 4,999 
(d) 5,000 - 9,000 
(e) 10,000 + 

G2 - The primary fimction of my department is: (circle only one) 
(a) Software Development 
(b) Data Administration 
(c) Consulting Service 
(d) Training Service 
(e) Business Unit 
(f) Other 

G3 - My primary job fimction is: (circle only one) 
(a) Analysis 
(b) Consukant 
(c) Trainer/Educator 
(d) Management 
(e) Other 

G4 The number of CASE tolls currently in use by my entire organization is: (circle only 
one) 

(a) 1-5 
(b) 6 - 20 
(c) 21 - 50 
(d) 51 - 100 
(e) 100 + 

G5 - CASE tools are used in the following fimctioal areas v t̂hin my organization: (circle 
only one) 

(a) Strategic planning 
(b) Project management 
(c) Data Analysis 
(d) Process Analysis 
(e) Code generation 
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G6 - The number of years that my organization has been using CASE tools is: (circle only 
one) 

(a) Less than 1 
( b ) l - 2 
( c ) 3 - 5 
(d)6 + 

Section 11 - Relative level of success 

Dl - The organization with which I am associated is experiencing improved quality of 
software produced as a result of the implementation of Computer-Aided Sofliware 
Engineering (CASE) tools, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

D2 - The organization with which I am associated is experiencing improved productivity 
within the software development process as a result of the uxq l̂ementation of Coiiq)uter-
Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

Section HI - Success fectors 

11 - The organization with vs^ch I am associated enforces the use of at least one 
structured software development methodology, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

12 - The organization with which I am associated introduced CASE technology via at least 
one pilot project, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 
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13 - The organization with which I am associated provided formal training on software 
development techniques required to use CASE tool effectively, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

14 - The organization with which I am associated with experienced CASE consultants to 
guide projects using CASE, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

15 - The organization with which I am associated makes use of standard measurements to 
in^rove the effectiveness of the software development process, (circle only one) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly Moderately Mildly Mildly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
Comments regarding software quality in your CASE environment: 

m 

1 
-V? 
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APPENDIX B 

GENERATED STRIDES CODE 

B.l STRIDES code of a class 

"CDependent",0 

0, "Dependent ofan emplyee" 

"CEnployee" 

"Name",#TRUE#,"CString"," ",0,""," Name of a dependent" 

SSN",#TRUE#,"int"," ",0," "," Social security number of a dependent" 

''GetSSN",#FALSE#,"int"," ",2,"yirtual","Get the social security number of a dependent" 

1 

"ESSN","int","00000000","const","The social security number ofan enq)loyee" 

"SetSSN",#FALSE#,"yoid"," ",2,"virtual","Set the social security number of a 

dependent" 

1 

"ESSN","int"," "," ","The social security number ofan en^loyee" 

"GetName",#FALSE#,"CString"," ",0," ", 

1 

"SSN","int","00000000"," ","The social security number of a dependent" 

"SetName",#FALSE#,"CString"," ",0," "," " 
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"SSN","int",""," ","The social security number of a dependent" 

B.2 C++ code of a class 

class CDependent:public Cen:q)loyment //Dependent ofan employee 

{ 

private: 

CStringName; //Name of a dependent 

int SSN; //SSN of a dependent 

public: 

virtual int GetSSN(const int ESSN = 000000000); 

// Get the social security number of a dependent 

virtual void SetSSN(int ESSN); 

// Set the social security number of a dependent 

CString GetName(int SSN = 000000000); 

void SetName(int SSN); 

}; 

B.3 STRIDES code for a stand-alone fimction 

"WorkOn", 1 

" ","int","Calculate the number of hours a person work on a department" 
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"DName","CString"," "," ","The name of the department" 

"SSN","int"," "," ","The social security number ofan employee" 

B.3 C++ code of a stand-alone fimction 

int WorkOn //Calculate the number of hours a person work on a department 

{ 

CSting Dname; //The name of the department 

int SSN; //The social security number ofan en:q)loyee 
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APPENDIX C 

CASE GENERATED DOCUMENTATION 

C.l Documentation for a class 

EntryName: CDependent 

EntryType: Class 

Description: Dependent ofan en:q)loyee 

BaseClass: CEmployee 

Data Members: 

Member Name: Name 

Data Type: CString 

Defeult value: 

AccessType: Private 

Suffix: 

Description: Name of a dependent 

Member Name: SSN 

Data Type: int 

Defeult value: 

AccessType: Private 

Suffix: 

Description: Social security nimiber of a dependent 

Member Functions: 
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Function Name: GetSSN ^ 

RetumType: int 

Return value: 

AccessType: Public 

Suffix: virtual 

Description: Get the social security number of a dependent 

Parameter: 

Parameter Name: ESSN 

Parameter Data Type: int 

Parameter defeuh value: 00000000 

Parameter Suffix: const 

Parameter Description: The social security number ofan en:q)loyee 

FunctionName: SetSSN 

RetumType: void 

Retum value: 

AccessType: Public 

Suffix: virtual 

Description: Set the social security number of a dependent 

Parameter: 

Parameter Name: ESSN 
' ^S^ i^ 

Parameter Data Type: int 

Parameter defeult value: 
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Parameter Suffix: 

Parameter Description: The social security number ofan employee 

Function Name: GetName 

RetumType: CString 

Retum value: 

AccessType: Public 

Suffix: 

Description: 

Parameter: 

Parameter Name: SSN 

Parameter Data Type: int 

Parameter defeult vahie: 00000000 

Parameter Suffix: 

Parameter Description: The social security number of a dependent 

Function Name: SetName 

Retum Type: void 

Retum value: 

AccessType: Public 

Suffix: 

Description: 

Parameter: 

Parameter Name: SSN 
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Parameter Data Type: int 

Parameter defeuh value: 

Parameter Suffix: 

Parameter Description: The social security number of a dependent 

C.2 Document for a stand-alone fimction 

EntryName: WorkOn 

EntryType: Stand-alone fimction 

RetumType: int 

Retum Value: 

Description: Calculate the number of hours a person work on a department 

Parameters: 

Parameter Name: DName 

Parameter Data Type: CString 

Parameter defeult value: 

Parameter Suffix: t 

Parameter Description: The name of the department 

Parameter Name: SSN 

Parameter Data Type: int 

Parameter defeuh value: 

Paranaeter Suffix: 

Parameter Description: The social secprity mmjber ofan Qp:̂ )loyee 
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